15 Inch Stretch Wrap - Industrial Clear Plastic Stretch Wrap Film for
Pallet Wrap, Moving Supplies Stretch Wrap - 1000 Feet, 60 Gauge, 1
Pack with Handles Review-2021

Heavy Duty Stretch Wrap Film: Made of heavy duty plastic material with a high gauge for industrial
strength and durability, this Stretch Film Value Pack can firmly secure heavyweight, large or
oversized items even under the most severe transit and weather conditions.
For Industrial and Personal Use: Whether youâ€™re wrapping pallets for cargo or moving furniture
out of your apartment, this stretch film comes in handy as its transparent, lightweight material is
ideal for moving and transporting goods since its more cost-effective and user-friendly than other
wrapping materials.
Better Than Other Wrapping Material: Unlike tape, stretch wrap does not leave behind residue. Most
movers and industrial workers utilize stretch wrap for all their logistical needs. It can be used to
protect fabric furniture from dirt, stains, rips, and scratches. You can also securely wrap perishable
items, like fruits and vegetables, to preserve its freshness.
Easy to Use Handles: Our specially designed, easy-to-use stretch film roller handles make the
packaging process even faster and more efficient. Just insert the handles into either side of the
stretch wrap roll and begin wrapping. Product Dimensions: 15â€• long with 1000 feet of stretch film.
Package includes 2 handles.
Order Your Stretch Wrap Today!Modern Innovations Stretch Film
High Gauge Clear Plastic Stretch Wrap Film with Handles for Pallet Wrapping & Moving Supplies
Modern Innovations Stretch Wrap Film serves all your personal and industrial needs.
Whether itâ€™s used for consumer or commercial purposes, each roll of stretch wrap has a
powerful cling and strong tear resistance to secure items from falling apart or opening while in
motion. This transparent, lightweight material is ideal for moving and transporting goods as its more
cost-effective and user-friendly than other wrapping materials. It can be used to protect fabric
furniture from dirt, stains, rips, and scratches. You can also securely wrap perishable items, like
fruits and vegetables, to preserve its freshness. Our specially designed, easy-to-use stretch film
roller handles make the packaging process even faster and more efficient.
What makes OUR Stretch Film better than another brand?
INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH & DURABILITY
Made of heavy duty plastic with a high gauge for industrial strength and durability, this stretch film is
ideal for wrapping items for cargo or moving.
EASY-TO-USE ROLLER HANDLES
Our specially designed rolling handles with tension grip help you wrap any size item with ease,
making the packaging process fast & efficient.
LEAVES NO RESIDUE BEHIND
Unlike tape and other wrapping materials, our stretch film leaves no underlying residue.
FOR INDUSTRIAL USE
Modern Innovations Stretch Wrap Film is ideal for moving and transporting goods. It is made of
heavy duty plastic material for industrial strength and durability. Its thickness firmly secures
heavyweight or large (over-sized) items, even under the most severe transit and weather conditions.
Additionally, you'll benefit from using our stretch film by being sure that your items are packaged
securely. This will ensure the safety of others, as well as the items being contained, while moving.
The transparent, lightweight material is more cost-effective and user-friendly than other wrapping
materials. Our easy-to-use stretch film roller handles make the packaging process even faster and
more efficient.
Two is Better than One! Why we Include 2 Handles:
Makes wrapping larger (over-sized) items a breezeYou always have a spare in case one handle
gets lostMakes it easier to grip the stretch film roll, and relieves arm stress while wrappingCan be
split between two stretch film rolls/people for faster & more efficient wrapping
FOR PERSONAL USE
Moving and Storage
Our stretch film is lightweight, yet has industrial gauge (thickness) making it perfect for firmly
securing sofas & couches, dressers, mirrors, picture frames, and anything else you may need to

wrap.
It's strong enough to hold up to severe transit and weather conditions, and durable enough to wrap
perishable items, like fruits and vegetables, to preserve freshness. Our easy-to-use stretch film roller
handles make the packing a breeze!
Protects your furniture from dirt, stains, rips, and scratches
he slick plastic material ensures that any liquids roll right off
No sticky residue is left behind
Follow these 4 Easy Steps to Use Your Stretch Film
1) Insert
Insert the handle into one or both sides of the roll.
View all our Value Packs Below:
2) Pull
Pull the stretch film over the end of the item youâ€™re wrapping.
3) Grip & Roll
Grip onto the handles and Roll the film securely around the item.
4) Tear
Tear off the film with your hands. It's that easy!
5-Inch & 15-Inch Stretch Film
5-Inch Stretch Film
15-Inch Stretch Film
15-Inch Stretch Film (Refills)
15-Inch Stretch Film (Refills)
Feet
1,000 per roll (4,000 Total)
1,000 per roll (2,000 Total)
1,000 Feet
1,000 per roll (2,000 Total)
1,000 per roll (4,000 Total)
Gauge
5-Inch: 80 Gauge -- 15-Inch: 60 Gauge
80 Gauge
60 Gauge
60 Gauge
60 Gauge
Pack Size(s)
4 Pack (2 of each)
2 Pack
1 Pack
2 Pack
4 Pack
Handle(s)
2 Handles
2 Handles
2 Handles
No Handles
No Handles Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture,
description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

